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Regents Network submission to Matter 63  Freight and Deliveries 
 
Question: 
M63. Would Policy T7, along with policies E4-E7, provide an effective strategic framework to ensure that 
suitable sites and infrastructure are provided for all types of freight, deliveries and servicing in an 
integrated and sustainable manner in all parts of London?   
Not really, as there does not seem to be a coherent ‘strategic framework’, as freight is developing 
organically in its own way without guidance and general cooperation.  For instance, where is the network of 
consolidation warehouses, depots and distribution centres which are an essential requirement, but very 
poorly provided. 
 
But, importantly, water freight has not been given attention and guidance.  In fact, it is generally sidelined, 
or completely dismissed and ignored as in the case of canal freight.   References to wharves and modal shift 
are made almost as a sideline, rather than a potential solution to London’s overloaded roads in certain (and 
many) locations such as Park Royal where there is serious gridlock - yet the empty canal ‘highway’ runs 
right through its centre! 
 
London’s canals are in working order, and are sitting there quietly waiting to be used.  Why are we waiting?  
The DfT designates London’s canals as ‘waterways with the potential for freight’, in case the Mayor and 
GLA had not noticed.  The government even offer Freight Facility Grants for modal shift from road to water 
transport. 
 
London’s canals certainly qualify to be part of the capital’s ‘effective strategic framework’. 
All this is probably news to the Mayor and GLA and a large proportion of the population.  But, not using 
some of the 3,000 miles of canals and inland waterways in the country for freight is a national failing.  It is a 
serious consideration that developing water freight transport in London could lead the way to bringing the 
canals back to life in this country – with clean electric propulsion, of course. 
 
If the Thames can be used for freight transport, why cannot the Lee Navigation, London’s second river, also 
be used as a transport route?  It is designated in Act of Parliament as one of the county’s seven key 
Commercial Waterways. 
 
The Daft LP text comments on the problems of road freight and questions how it could be solved somehow, 
and possibly with the provision of more capacity for transport and freight.  Yet available extra capacity for 
transport is already there with developing localised water freight on the Thames, and promoting transport 
and deliveries on the (over 100 miles) of canals in London.  
 
There seems to be a dead spot with the Mayor who shows no interest in waterway matters, as well as 
reluctance from certain factions in GLA.  It seems that the sideways comments and brief mentions of water 
freight suffer from a lack of enlightenment, or perhaps they are made in ignorance. 
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In particular: 
 a)  are all of the requirements of Policy T7 necessary to address the strategic priorities of London. 
Probably, but not much use unless it is clear to the boroughs what they should be doing.  There are plenty 
of ideas and suggestions, but a lack of thrust and determination from the Draft London Plan.  Overall, the 
Daft London Plan tends to be too general, and some say it is too chatty. 
 
It should not be an instruction manual, but it would benefit from being a bit more closely proscribed, and 
clearly informative with recommendations and clear advice rather than suggestions, and to develop this by 
working more regularly together with the boroughs - but also with the involvement and cooperation of 
Londoners. 
 
There does not seem to be much chance of that whilst there is the glaring gap between the GLA and the 
boroughs, where the decisions are made. 
 
Regents Network, being interested in water freight, finds it difficult to see positive directions in Policy T7.  
There are mentions of modal shift (from road to rail or water transport) without indicating how this would 
be achieved.  There is also mention of last-mile deliveries which as far as water freight is concerned relates 
mainly to canal freight.  But where is there any mention of making use of the canals for freight?  Most 
people would be none the wiser. 
 
Or b)  do they extend to detailed matters that would be more appropriately dealt with through local 
plans or neighbourhood plans? 
With the lack of leadership and with the weak examples provided by the Mayor and GLA in the Draft LP, it is 
hardly surprising that the boroughs are also very backward in seeing the potential of water freight and 
promoting it. 
 
It should be noted that in the current 2016 London Plan, it is required that boroughs “should identify 
locations that are suitable for additional water freight” (Policy 7.25, Para C), yet there has been no response 
at all from the boroughs for identifying potential wharves on the canal network, nor any additional wharves 
on the Thames, other than the established Safeguarded Wharves, for the development of localised freight.  
In fact, action by the boroughs has been to reduce the wharves on the Thames!  Have the Mayor and GLA 
realised this? 
 
The relevant text and proposals  from the current 2016 LP could usefully be copied into the Draft LP 
providing that this time there is more incentive and assistance to the boroughs to implement the LP policies 
at the borough level.  That would be a most welcome improvement, and perhaps should be considered a 
necessity. 
 
Waterside sites are being grabbed by property developers because of the additional huge profits.  The 
Mayor and GLA should be more attentive and protect a wide selection of relevant waterside sites to ensure 
that the benefits and huge potential (tonnage) of localised freight can be transferred to waterways.  This is 
especially important on the Thames, but also applicable in the Lee Valley, on the canal network and in 
tributary river mouths and creeks in London. 
 
How much longer will profits and investments be promoted in the capital over vital infrastructure such as 
water transport? 
 
 E5 – Strategic Industrial Locations (SILs) 
It should be noted that well over half the SILs are waterside (Table 6.3), with more being within easy reach 
of the Thames and the canal network.  This is of course historical, but it provides an excellent and relevant 
opportunity for the development of the use of water freight to service these strategic areas. 
 
Surely this important potential cannot be disregarded by the Mayor and GLA who may have to do a good 
deal of catching up and study to deliver this essential and effective strategic framework for London. 



 E6 – Locally Significant Industrial Sites 
One of the important outcomes of encouraging localised commercial and industrial sites is that it will help 
to reduce the need to travel, as more people may live near to where they work.  It is generally accepted 
that office use is seen to be easier to integrate with residential.  But this partnership could also work well 
with a wide range of industrial businesses.  This in practical terms could include design, printing, textiles 
and clothing, electronics, crafts, laboratories and studios etc, as well as food and supplies.  The opportunity 
is wide ranging. 
 
It is more problematic to envisage the integration of residential with ‘heaviest’ industries such as scrap 
metal merchants, steel works, car manufacturers, and foundries etc.  However, it is going to become a 
necessity to find a way of encompassing waste and recycling sites in or near the residential areas, rather 
than resident’s waste being transported away to someone else’s back yard in another borough!  Of course, 
the operation has to be carried out in a 21st Century way, and the Agent of Change principle can then 
readily be implemented.   
 
Note:  It is all very well to press for residential developments to be close to a transport node as is currently 
promoted by the Mayor and GLA and in the Draft London Plan.  But what that does is to condemn the 
residents to have to commute! 
 
 E7 – Intensification, co-location and substitution of land for industry, logistics and services to 
 support London’s economic function 
Regrettably the Agent of Change principle is only just beginning to be recognised, otherwise it may have 
been possible to reduce the wholesale loss of huge areas of industrial land, for instance in the Lee Valley 
where the Olympics was used as the excuse for the upheaval of widespread and highly profitable 
residential development. 
 
However, this loss of valuable industrial land is just what is continuing to happen in the Lee Valley for 
instance at Hackney Wick under the nose of the Mayor and GLA.  It is also too late to rescue some of the 
industries in the Tottenham area. 
 
Also there is a necessity (and strong call from the residents) in West London over the OPDC (Old Oak and 
Park Royal) Development, administered under a mayoral development corporation.  Could the Agent of 
Change principle be upheld in that area where the excessive development of huge residential blocks will 
alter the character and environment of this West London residential and mixed area?   
 
The Grand Union Canal runs right through the middle of it, and the potential for the GU Canal being used 
for freight and transport is to be seriously reduced.  Instead this great and historic waterway is condemned 
to become a decorative water feature for expensive towering residential blocks.  
 
Very little progress 
The Mayor’s Transport Strategy 2017 was a great disappointment as far as London’s waterways are 
concerned.   One of the most famous rivers in the world, the Thames, is given scant respect and 
consideration as a great central transport route, as it has been for centuries, and the 100 miles of canals are 
not even mentioned, nor is the Blue Ribbon Network.  In fact, the only single mention of London’s extensive 
canal network by the Mayor states that the Grand Union Canal creates a barrier in West London.  
 
Disgraceful!  When will the Mayor and GLA wake up to the fact that our waterways are a great asset to 
London?  And will the term Blue Ribbon Network be fully reinstated? 
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